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IDENTITIES INVOLVING THE COEFFICIENTS OF

A CLASS OF DIRICHLET SERIES. IV

BY

BRUCE C. BERNDTO

Abstract. We consider a class of Dirichlet series satisfying a functional equation

with gamma factors. We define a generalized Dirichlet series, that is analogous to the

generalized zeta-function of Riemann. An analytic continuation for these generalized

series is derived, and a few simple properties are established. Secondly, we prove a

theorem on the Abel summation of Dirichlet series that satisfy Hecke's functional

equation.

1. Introduction. We consider here two somewhat related problems associated

with Dirichlet series satisfying a functional equation with T-factors. Let cp(s)

= l.n=io(n)X~s be a Dirichlet series satisfying Hecke's functional equation,

where s=o+it with o and t both real, and a>oa, the abscissa of absolute conver-

gence of cp. In [2] we defined for a ><ra and a > 0 the generalized Dirichlet series

<p(s,a) = 2 a(n)(\n+a)-s,
n = l

which is analogous to the Hurwitz or generalized zeta-function of Riemann.

We derived an analytic continuation for <p(s, a) and determined a few of its proper-

ties. In [3] we found an easier derivation of our analytic continuation. The method

we used in [2] is used here to derive an analytic continuation and some simple

properties for generalized Dirichlet series arising from Dirichlet series satisfying

a much more general functional equation, but we do not, in general, obtain a

simple formula for the analytic continuation of cp(s, a). In particular, we shall

obtain a new and simple method of continuing the Hurwitz zeta-function £(s, a).

In the above problem we perturbed the Dirichlet series by replacing A„ by

Xn+a. Next, we consider a different type of problem where we perturb the series

by multiplying the terms of the series by exp ( — An8), 8 > 0. As we shall see, our

result can be interpreted as a modified form of Abel summation. Unfortunately,

in this problem our method is only applicable to series which are solutions to

Hecke's functional equation.
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2. Notation, definition, and preliminary results. In the sequel we write z = x + iy

with x and y both real. A always denotes a positive constant, not necessarily the

same with each occurrence. The summation sign 2 appearing with no indices

will always mean 2"= i- If b is real, we write jib) for jbb*\Z-

We suppose that

<pis) = 2 «(")*»"",      "AM = 2 ^w
are solutions of the functional equation

(2.1) AisMs) = Air-sW-s)

where r is real and

A(í) = fl n«*s+ßk),
k = l

where afc>0 and ßk is complex, k—\,...,N. For a more complete definition of

these series see [3] or [5]. If A(ä) = T(j), we have Hecke's functional equation

(2.2) TisMs) = Tir-s)<Kr-s).

For x>0 and 0<c<ct [6, p. 311],

(2.3) ^-. f   Tis-z)Tiz)x-*dz= r(5)(l+x)"s.
Im J(c)

If £(a, ß; y, z) denotes the hypergeometric function, for a>0, [6, p. 310],

r" Xs-1 dx     /7s

(2.4) £^ = £F(w+1;_ô).

Also [7, p. 1043],

(2.5) Fiv,s;s+U -l/x) = —xvFiv,v-s;v+l-s; -x) + T(s+l}Ff<v~s)Xs.
S — v 1 (i/)

3. Generalized Dirichlet series.

Theorem 3.1. Let 9(5) satisfy (2.1) and let q>is, a), a>0,be its generalized Dirichlet

series. Assume that the singularities of <p are poles. {The number of poles is finite,

as they are contained in a compact set.) Let oa and a* denote the abscissas of absolute

convergence of <p and </i, respectively. Choose c > sup (0, oa, 0*) such that the line

x=r — c does not contain a pole q/T(z)<p(z). Let Ris, a) denote the sum of the residues

of T(i—z)r(z)çj(z)a2 at the poles of r(z)<p(z) 777 the strip r — c<x<c. Then, for

o>r — c,

(3.1) ns)as<pis, a) = ar 2 *0Mfe a^) + *(*, a),

where

„      x        If   r(z + j-r)r(r-z)A(z)    _, ,
fis>w) = &}„-w=V)-w dz-
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Remarks. By taking c large, the analytic continuation of cp(s, a) may be taken

to the left as far as we wish. The assumption that the singularities of <p are at most

poles easily insures the analytic continuation of R(s, a).

Proof. For o>c>sup (0, aa, <r*), by (2.3) we have

(3.2) jLJ   r(s-z)Y(z)<p(z)a*dz = T(s)a*<p(s, a),

where the inversion in order of summation and integration is justified by absolute

convergence. We now move the line of integration to x = r — c by integrating around

the boundary of the rectangle with vertices c±iY and r—c + iY and then letting

7 tend to oo. With the use of Stirling's formula and a Phragmen-Lindelöf theorem

it is easy to show that the integrals over the horizontal sides tend to 0 as Y tends

to oo. We arrive at for a> c,

(3.3) ^-. f   r(s-z)T(z)cp(z)az dz = I(s, a)+R(s, a),
llTl J(c-,

where

I(s, a) = ¿. £ c Y(s-z)Y(z)cp(z)a* dz

1    Ç   r(s + z-r)r(r-z)A(z)cb(z)=-f2-ni J(
ar z dz

to A(r-z)

= aT 2 b(n)f(s, ap„).

Here we have replaced z by r—z, used (2.1), and then inverted the order of inte-

gration and summation by absolute convergence.

Now, f(s, w) is an analytic function of 5 in the rectangle R defined by r — c

+ £^(j^yand -T^t = T, where e>0,y>c, and 7">0. Choose y so that F-7^1

and | — bk¡ak\ < Y, where bk = lm (ßk), k= 1,..., N. Clearly, for s in R,

II^(Z+s-r)r(r-Z)A(z)M_zd2 í Apñc,

c_iy A(r- z)

where A is independent of s in R. By Stirling's formula for s in R,

c+ioo r(z + s-r)T(r-z)A(z)

J (apA zdz
c+tY A(r-z)

á Ap~c Ce-ny(y + t)c + °-r-ll2yr-c-lt2\\(aky + bk)ai¿2c-ndy

Jy ic-i

^ Apñc,

where A is independent of s in /?. A similar estimate holds for the integral over

(c—iY, c — /oo). Thus,

|/(í,a)| =A2\Kn)\^ñc,
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where A is independent of s in R. Hence, by Weierstrass' M-test I(s, a) converges

uniformly on R and represents an analytic function there since f(s, apn) is analytic,

n = 1, 2,.... Thus, by analytic continuation, (3.2) and (3.3), we have shown (3.1)

for s in {s : oc} u R. Since e>0 can be taken arbitrarily small and T can be

chosen arbitrarily large, (3.1) is valid for a>r — c.

The following corollaries are easily deduced from Theorem 3.1

Corollary 3.2. Ificp(s) is entire, then cp(s, a) is entire.

Corollary 3.3. Let cp(s) have a pole of order n at s=k. Ifk is a positive integer,

then cp(s, a) has poles of order n at s= 1,..., k and poles of order n—l at s = 0,

— I, — 2, .... If k is not a positive integer, then cp(s, a) has poles of order n at

S—-/C, rC      1 j /C     Á) . . . .

Proof. The conclusion follows immediately from an examination of R(s, a)¡Y(s),

for r(i-&) and its derivatives have poles at s=k,k—I, k-2,..., and l/Y(s) has

simple zeros at s=0, — 1, —2,....

Example 3.1. Let cp(s)=Tr~sl2t(s), where Us) is the Riemann zeta-function. Let

c = m+%, where m is a positive integer. Replacing a by irll2a, we have the following

representation for the Hurwitz zeta-function £(j, a) for o>%—m:

(3.4)    fe„)-„-■ - ig{r(s-,*+ 2 '-'y-J»,n,)}.

where F(s) is analytic for o>\ — m. We see from (3.4) that l(s, a) is analytic except

for a simple pole at s=\ with residue 1. (3.4) yields immediately a simple formula

for £(n, a), where n is a nonpositive integer. Thus, £(0, d)=— a+|, £(— I, a)

= — \a2 + \a— 1/12, etc. For other methods of continuing £(j, a) and calculating

Un, a) see [9, p. 37] and [10, pp. 266-267].

Example 3.2. Let y be a nonprincipal, primitive character modulo k. Then,

the Dirichlet L-function L(s, y) satisfies the functional equation

R(S,X) - (nlkr + »l2rti{s + b})L(s,X) = e(X)R(l-s, y),

where b = 0 if x(—1) = 1, b = \ if x(-l)= —1, and |e(x)| = 1. Let c be as in Example

3.1 and replace a by (ir¡k)ll2a. Then, putting

L(s, x,à) = 2 x(.n)(n+a)-s       O > 0),

we have for a>%—m

n,   „ï    a's ft1 (-iyr(j+y)z.(-¿x).rr7q

where G(s) is analytic. £(•;, y, à) is an entire function, and we can easily calculate

L(n, y, a), where n is a nonpositive integer. In particular, L(0, x, a)=L(0, x)-

Example 3.3. Let K be an algebraic number field of degree r1 + 2r2, where rx

is the number of real conjugates of K and 2r2 the number of imaginary conjugates.
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Then there exists a positive constant B, depending upon £, such that the Dedekind

zeta-function t,Kis) satisfies the functional equation

èis) = £-sPi(Í5)P<5)íK(5) =  ft-*)

and is analytic save for a simple pole at s = 1. The generalized Dedekind zeta-

function

Wj,fl) = 2F(«)(« + a)-!        (<r>l),

where £(77) is the number of nonzero integral ideals of norm 77 in £, has an analytic

continuation that is analytic except for a simple pole at s=l. If « is a nonpositive

integer, £K(«, a) can be easily calculated in the same manner as above.

4. Hecke's functional equation and Abel summation. Let 9 and </> satisfy (2.2),

and for x > 0 let

<D(x) = 2 <n) exp [- Anx],       Y(x) = 2 Kri) exp [-/xnx].

Bochner [4] has shown that

(4.1) <D(x) = x-T(l/x)+£(x),

where

P(x) = ¿. foXÍs)x- ds,

x(s) = Visais) and C denotes a curve, or curves, encircling the singularities of x-

Our next theorem is an easy consequence of (4.1).

Theorem 4.1. Suppose that x has at most simple poles. Let the poles be at sx,...,

sm with residues px,...,pm, respectively. For every 8>0 suppose that 9(5,8) =

2 a(>7)A~s exp [— A„8] converges for o>o0, where oQ^oa. Then,fior o>a0,

(4.2) ^ = ^{^s)-|/^r|r^}

Remarks. The assumption that x has simple poles is not strictly necessary.

However, the calculations become harder, otherwise. Using a representation of Us)

as a contour integral, Atkinson [1] proved a result like that of (4.2) when a(n)= 1

and An = 77.

Proof. For a>sup (0, <ja), we have by (4.1),

Tis)<pis, 8)= rxs-1<D(x+S)i/x

(4.3) = fxs-1(x+S)-rT(l/(x+8))i/x
Jo

+ f xs-1£(x+8)i/x+ (°° xs-l<t>ix+S)dx.
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Since
m

(4.4) Piy) = 2 P*y-S">
Jc=l

we find that

xs~1Pix+8)dx = 2 Pfc8s"Sfc       xi-\x+iys"dx
Jo k=x Jo

m

= í-1 2 P^-^Fisk,s;s+l;-llo)
k=i

from (2.4). It follows from (4.3) that

m

Tisypis, 8)-s~1 2 p^-s*Fisk,s;s+l;-ll8)
(4.5) fc = 1

= Ç xs-1ix+8)-'YilHx+8))dx + H xs-1^ix+8)dx.

Since 9(j, 8) converges uniformly for |arg (j-ct0)| áj""—« for every e>0, by analy-

tic continuation (4.5) is valid for o>o0. Since (4.3) is valid also for 8=0, we have

from (4.4) for a > sup (0, oa),

(4.6) xs-r~ "F(l jx) dx +\    Xs'1 <D(x) dx = Tis)<pis) - S -^--
Jo Jl k = lS~Sk

By analytic continuation, (4.6) is valid for all s. Hence, (4.5) and (4.6) yield for

o>o0,

lim(r(5)9(i, 8)-s~1 2 Pk8-s*Fisk,s;s+l; -lj8)\
«-o  l âix I

(4.7) m

= m<pis)- 2
j-ífck=ij_ jfc

Upon the use of (2.5) and the fact that limô_0 £(a, ß; y; 8)= 1, (4.7) becomes for

o>o0,

lim {r(s)9(,, 8)-s-1 J ^ r('+r(^~j) ss~s*} = r(^W>

which is clearly equivalent to (4.2).

Examples. Suppose that /(s) = 2 airi)n~s is a Dirichlet series of signature

(A, r, y) [8], where A>0, r>0 and y= ±1. Then, Xn = pn = 2nnjX and />(«) = ya(«).

Also, / has at most one simple pole, that at s = r with residue p, say. Replacing

27t8/A by 8, we find that (4.2) yields for all s,

(4.8) fis) = lim ¡y airi)n-se'nô-pTir-s)8s-r\.

We give two illustrations of (4.8). Let rkiri) denote the number of representations
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of n as a sum of k squares and consider Çk(s) = 2 rk(n)n s which has signature

(2, \k, 1) and a simple pole at s = \k with residue nkl2. Thus, for all s,

ik(s)= um |V rk(n)n-se-nô—7Tkl2T(^k-s)8s-kl2\.

Secondly, let r(n) denote Ramanujan's arithmetical function. Then, fi(s) =

2 r(ri)n~s has signature (1, 12, 1) and is entire. Hence, for all s,

f(s) = lim 2 Án)n~se'n6.
Ö-.0
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